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¿p SPACES OVER ULTRAMETRIC FIELDS
J.M. Bayod, J. Martinez-Maurica and W.H. Schikhof
A b strac t. We consider vector spaccs over a nonarchimedean valued field K  with a norm 
that need not satisfy the strong triangle inequality. In §1 we study conditions in order 
that an equivalent ultranorm exists. In §2 we show that the spaces £J> (1 < p < oo) have 
topological dimension 1 making them not ultranormable. In §3 we show that a certain 
direct sum of finite-dimensional ^-spaces is an ultrametrizable but not ultranormable 
Banach space. Finally we prove in §4 spherical completeness of finite-dimensioual £v-
spaces.
P R E L I M I N A R I E S . Throughout K  is a non-archimedean nontrivially valued field
that is complete with rcspact to the metric induced by the valuation I |. # /x- := {A e
K  : |A| < 1}. In this note, a Norm  on a A'-vector space E  is a map || || ; E  (0, 00) 
satisfying (i) \\x\\ =  0 <!=> x  =  0 (ii) ||Ax|| =  |A| ||x|| (iii) \\x +  y|| < \\x\\ +  ||?/|| for all
x , y  6 Ey A 6 A \ If || || satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii)’ ||a: -f y|| < max(||.T||, \\y\\) it is called 
an uliranorm.  In the same spirit, ultrascminorm  and ultramctric  are defined. A locally 
convex space is a topological JV-vector space whose topology is induced by a family of 
ultraseminorms in the usual way.
For an absolutely convex absorbent subset A  (i.e. A  is a B ^-module and E = (J A A)
A6/\
of a A'-vector space E  the Minkowski function p^  is defined by the formula
p^(.r) = inf{|A| : A £ K>x 6 AA).
It is an ult rasemi norm, For more explanation on non-arch imedean terminology we refer
to [7].
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l . ( U L T R A ) N O R M S  A N D  I N V A R I A N T  (U L T R A )M E T R I C S
We start off with
Proposit ion  1.1. Let E  be a metrizable topological vector space over K .  Then the 
topology on E  ij induced by an invariant metric.
Proof* The proof of [6], §15.11 applies with obvious modifications.
The picture changes however when we consider the ‘natural’ ultrarnetric version of 
Proposition 1.1; it is false:
E x am p /e  1.2. There exists a Normed space E  over I\ that is ultramctrizable but such 
that its topology is not induccd by an invariant ultrarnetric.
To prove this we first consider the following peculiar fact.
T heorem  1.3. A topological vector space E  over A' whose topology is induccd by an 
invariant ultrarnetric d w locally convex.
Proof,  For each 7? 6 N set W u := (x e E  : </(x, 0) < -  and Vn : =  : A G
A', |A| > 1 } . The W n form a neighbourhood base at 0 and so do the Vn by [2] Prop. 
4p9. By assumption ri(x + r/,0) < max(il(j' + t/, t/), d(y, 0 )) = max (</(*, 0), d(y, 0)) for all 
x^y 6 E so that each Wtl is additively closed; hence so are the Vn. Since also \Vn c Vn 
for all A 6 I \ y (A[ < 1 we obtain that the sets Vn are absolutely convex,
N o te  to T heorem  1.3. For a metrizable topological vector space E over I\ we have 
that E  is locally convex if and only if its topology is induced by an invariant ultrarnetric. 
For a proof, just combine Theorem 1.3 and [8], Theorem 3.12.
P ro o f  o f  Example  1.2. Set E  := {(«!, a*, , , G: A'N : «„ =  0 for large h] with the 
obvious operations and the Norm || || : ( a t , a-j,, . . )  »-* E |aH|. Then the unit vectors 
ej ( 1, 0, 0, . . . ) ,  := (0, 1, 0, . . . ) , . . .  form a bounded set but its absolutely convex 
hull contains e\ + + * • ■ + for each n, so is unbounded* It follows that E cannot be 
locally convex. Hence, by Theorem 1.3, there is no invariant ultrarnetric defining the 
topology.
To show that E  is ultramctrizable set E u := { ( a € E  : am =  0 for m > n}. 
Then E |, E -2, ..♦ form a closed cover of E. By finite dimensionality, on E n the Norm || || 
is equivalent to the ultnmorm »-* maxm |um|, so in particular diml?„ = 0
(here dim is the covering dimension). Then, by [3] 7.2.1, dim E  =  0. But it is proved in 
[5J that a metric space A* with dim A’ = 0 is ultramctrizable and we are done.
R em ark. For similar examples that are in addition complete see §3, Remark 1.
We conclude this section by elaborating Theorem 1.3 for Normed spaces E.
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Theorem 1.4 . For a N orinal space { E y [| ||) the follovnng are equivalent.
(а) || j| is equivalent in an ultranorm.
(¡3) The absolutely convex hull of a bounded ¿et in E  is bounded,
( 7 ) The partial sums of a bounded sequence in E  are bounded.
(б) The partial sums of a null sequence in E  are bounded.
(e) The partial sums of a null sequence in E  form  a Cauchy sequence..
(£) E  is locally convex.
(77) The topology of E  is defined by an invariant ultrametric.
P ro o f .  Clearly (/?) =$• ( 7 ) =*• (<5); we now prove (¿) => (/?). If co X  were not. bounded 
for some bounded X  C E  we could find inductively a sequence 21, ^ , . . .  in co X  for 
which ||z„|| > 2" +  n 53 ||2:|| for each ?i. There exist ( 1,^2,-** 6 € X
i<n
and 1 = mo < mi < m 2 . . .  in \ l  such that for each k 6 N
l~TH* „ 1 + 1
Choose tti, • • • G B k such that lim tv„ = 0 but »|tvn| > 1 for each n. The scqueuce
I )  — * O G
 ^I £l 1 * ^ 1 2^ 2 t * ' * 1  ^1 Í *11 \ hi 1 1 2Í111 x + 1 -J-fn i + J * * * * 1 ^2 Í in 2 fh ^  > ^3 £ ?n 5 *}• I  ^ -+* 1 1 * ■ * tcittds
to 0 since l^n] 0 and sup ||£T|.r,i|| < oo from the boundedness of X .  But we shall prove
n
that tiie sequence of their partial sums is not. In fact, for any 71 £ N, cn^i + • • • + 
is such a partial sum and
|(^Y 1 -1 + * * * + f*MZn|| > ||«n2n|| ~ \\0t\Z] + • • • + Otn-\Zn-\
t i - I
> - | |* n | |- E l l* ‘VHHHV i-ln
> V + n £ i N i ) - r i N i
n i<» 1<n
> 2"/n.
We also have obviously (fv) =>■ (t*) => (6); we prove (ƒ?) => (cv):
The unit ball of E  is bounded hence so is its absolutely convex hull A. A  is open. Hence 
the Minkowski function Pa associated to .4 is the requested ultranorm.
At this stage we have proved the ecpiivalence of (rv) - (e). The implication (o) => (7/) is 
trivial, (?/) =$> (( )  is Theorem 1-3, and (£) =>■ (7 ) is immediate.
C oro lla ry  1 .5 . A Normed I\-vector space is ultranormable if and only if  each subspace 
of countable type is ultranormable y i f  and only if each countabhj generated subspacr. is 
ultranormable.
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Proof,  Consider (7 ), (<§) or (£) of the previous Theorem.
Proposition 1.6. For a Normed space (E ,  || ||) 0}  countable type the following are 
equivalent.
(а) E  is ultranormable.
(ft) Every weakly bounded set in E  is bounded.
(7 ) Every weakly convergent sequence in E  is bounded.
(б) Every weakly convergent sequence in E  is convergent
Proof,  (a )  =>■ (¿) is well known, (¿) => (7 ) is trivial. To prove (7 ) (ft) suppose 
X  C E  is an unbounded but weakly bounded set. Then we can choose a  A G |A| > 1 
and a weakly bounded sequence € X  such that ||a;R|| > |A|2” for all n  6 N.
Then A~rta;n —» 0 weakly but ||A-rta:n || > |A|n —► 00 conflicting (7 ). Finally we prove 
(ft) =$ (a). Let N  be the largest ultraseminonn that is < || ||. If AT is an iV-bounded set 
then X  is also a { E t{E} N ) 1)- bounded. But it is well known that (E,  N )' =  (.£, || ||)' so 
that X  is weakly bounded and hence bounded by (ft). We see that || || and N  have the 
same bounded sets so they must be equivalent.
2. THE SPACE e?
For 1 < p < 00 we define to be the set of all sequences . . . )  G /vN such that
DO
1^ » I** < 00. in the Archimedean case one proves that iP is a A'-vector space and 
that the formula
4I
defines a Norm on & for which it is complete.
The completion of the space E  of Example 1.2 is i l so it is a natural question to ask 
whether t x is ultrametrizable. The negative answer was given in [1], it was even proved 
that £l is not zero dimensional! Here we make a further step by proving that has 
dimension 1 in the following sense.
Theorem  2 .1 . Any ball in £**(1 < p < 00) has a zerodimcnsional boundary. ( ki£p has 
weak inductive dimension 1”).
Proof.  It suffices to prove that for each r  e (0,1] the set
S:={xet>:\\x\\p = r)
is zero dimensional. To this end we consider the inclusion map y? : S —* BjJ where 
carries the product topology and show that y? is a homeomorphism of S  onto y?(S);
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we need only to check the continuity of Thus, let .r1, ? 2, . . .  be a sequence in
5  converging coordinate wise to £ £ 5; we shall prove that \\xn — or ||p —> 0. Write 
x 11 =  (ar",a?2, . . ,r = (;l’i i J,2» • •») mifl ^  £ > 0- There is an m  6 N such Mint
(1) |g|[p > Vv -  s.
i < 771
There is an TVj £ N such tha t for all n >  TV-j
(2) El®'"- 1 "!’’ < e
i < m
\z?\ — |.tj| whenever ?' € {1 , . . . ,  m}, .t; ^  0.
Then £  |x” |;* > |.7’, | > rp — € and therefore for all n > N\
i  <  m I < tn
(3) |;r"p* =  7'7' -  |ar-'|p < r v -  (?*,) — £) =  £.
I >771  ! < » J
Similarly we obtain from (1)
(4) V  < e.
¿>1)1
Combination of (3) and (4) yields that for all n > N i
|.T,- - . r ” |p < ^T, max(|xI|>|.r;, |)'’ < ^  (n:,|p + ^  t'17” l7> <
I > 7 7 1  i > n i  t > 7 l l  I >771
This, together with (2) results into
oo
x — x n
and t.ho theorem is proved.
3. D I R E C T  S U M S  O F  F I N I T E - D I M E N S I O N A L  P  S P A C E S
In this section we obtain examples of spaces that are ‘closer’ to ultranorinable spares 
than the spaces of §2. Like in the Archimedean theory we define the, direct sum (J) E n 
of Normed spaces E \ , . . .  over K  to be the space
lim
OO
X n 0}.
Y l
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With the Norm given by
: (.tj, x2,...) max ||x„||
0  E n becomes a Normed space, which is complete if all E n are complete.
For each n G N we define ££ to be the vector space K n but with the ^-N orm
n
1 = 1
Clearly every is ultranormable. The following lemma measures the ‘distance’ of 
to ultranorms.
Lem m a 3 .1 . Let N  be an ultranorm on £{'. I f  clyc2 > 0 are such that
ci AT < || ||p < c 2N
then >  tfn.
P ro o f ,  Let c j , e2, • • •, e„ be the unit vectors. Then 
maxiVfe, ) so thatI
ox > ^n/maxN{ei).I
— {/\ri. and 7V(Ee*) <
On the other hand, for each i G {1,... , 7i}, cjiV(ei) < 11ej11;, =  1 so that
ci < (roax iV(ej)) -i
It follows that C2/C1 > f/n .
OO
Let 11s denote the canonical norm 011 ®  (!{\ by || 1, We havf
n  =  I
P ro p o s itio n  3.2. 0  £\\ is not ultranormable.
n £N
P ro o f. If N  were an equivalent ultranorm, say
C\N < I <  c2JV
then for every m we would have by using the obvious embedding of £{*„ into 0  £§ and
n
Lemma 3.1 that c2/rj > {/m. But lim f /m  .= 00, a contradiction.
i h ***o o
On the other hand,
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P ro p o s it io n  3.3. ®  ('\\ is zerodimensional.
h £N
For the proof we nord the following; lemma about d.?n.
L e m m a  3.4. Let x t,x '2, . , .  be (L sequence in C? converging to x £ TVicra ||.r,„||7, >
IIxiip fo r  large m.
P ro o f .  First observe that if A, £ A", A; —♦ A and A ^  0 then |A,| =  |A| eventually. Thus, 
in general, if A* —> A then |A,| > |A| eventually. Hence, for each j  £ { 1 , . . . ,» )
| (*m )j |  >  | (* ) . l  (large m )
Then m in
X ..... =  ( V  l(*m ),f ) ' /P > ( T  | M , f  V'" =  llxll,,.
j = i >=i
P r o o f  o f  P r o p o s i t io n  3 .3 . We shall prove that for each e > 0 the open ball D( 0, e ) : =
OO
{x £ ®  : ||.r|| < £} is closed. Let x 1 := ( x j j x J J x 2 := (x2, x2, . be* a 
f i —  i
sequence in £?((), t ” ) converging to x := (xj ,x<2, ...) .
Then let j  £ N lie such that ||x|| =  ||;i:j||p- The sequence x ^ x 2, . .. converges certainly 
coordinatewise so Ijx”1 ||/f > \\xj\\}, for large in by Lemma 3.4. Then for such m
e > Ik 'l > IK‘II,< > IMI, = X
and it follows that x £ i?(0,e ).
OO
R em ark 1. If K  is separable then so is 0  and hence by Proposition 3.3 the space
71=]
OO
0  is ultrametrizable. So here we have a complete space satisfying the conditions of
Tl ^  1
Example 1.2.
OO
P r o b le m .  Is 0  ££ ultrametrizable if the base field is not separable?
R e m a rk  2. By making some modifications in the direct sum we can arrange that it is
OO
ultranorm able. For example 0  P\\n is ultranormablc as soon as n is bounded.
»}=]
4. S P H E R I C A L  C O M P L E T E N E S S  O F  C*
Let us say that a Normed space is spherically complete if each nested sequence D\ D 
i ?2 3  •.. of balls has a nonempty intersection. This concept plays a central role in the 
theory of ultranorrned spaces.
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Clearly every spherically complete Normed space is complete, the converse is not true. 
It was proved in [4] that £p(l  < p < oo) is spherically complete (7v being spherically 
complete or not!) The proof uses the infinite-dimensionality of the space in an essential 
way. How about ££? We shall prove (Theorem 4.5) that £p is spherically complete if 
n > 1 (obviously, cz I \) .  The proof is less simple than one would expect. The case 
where I\ has a discrete valuation is even more difficult than the one where the valuation 
is dense, which is also surprising. Simplifications of proofs would be welcome.
In the rest of this section, let B  be the space (m  G N ,m  > l ,p  G R,p > 1) i.e. K m 
endowed with the £p norm. Call \K\ =  {|A| : A G A'} and \\E\\ =  {||a:|| : x  G E ] ,  || ||<x> 
will denote the £°° norm over E.  By a closed ball, we will always mean a set of the form 
J9[c, r] = {x G E  : ||.t — c|| < r}, where c € E  is a center and r  > 0 is a radius of the 
ball.
L e m m a  4.1. Let n,b £ E> r ,s  > 07 and ||a — 6|| < r. -¿««me that either s G |A”| or 
the valuation of I\ is dense. Then, B[a, s] C -S[6, r] if  and only if
i'p — sp > ||a — b\\p — min{|ai — 6,-|p : 1 < i < in}.
P roof. Suppose sp > 7,p — ||a — b\\p 4- niinla* — 6; ,  and assume, for simplicity, that 
|aj — 6j| =  min|a{ — 6**|. Take (An) C A" with |Art| —* a, |A„| < s for all n. Then, from
some no on,
|Ah|p > rp ~  ||a — 6||p + |a, — b\ |p > |aj — 6, |p
(recall that ||a -  ¿|| < r). Consider the point x  := (6j 4- A„0, a2, . . . ,  am); then
|a: -  a||p -  \b\ 4* Ano -  a j |p = |Ano|p < $p
|x — ¿11^  =  |A„0|P 4- |«'2 — ^  |P 4- • • ’ 4* |tfrn ~  bm\l> > l'p,
hence a: G B[a, r] .
Conversely, assume the inequality in the statement of the Lemma, and take x  in 
B[a} 5]. Then
II* “ W  = l(*Ti ~ «1) + («1 -  MP + •• ■ + \{xm -  «»>) + (aIH -  6m)|p
is not greater than the maximum of the numbers
(1) D * ;  -  (1>IP + £  K  -
k£K
where {J, A'} is some partition of the set : =  {1^.., ,m ] (we apologize for having given 
two meanings to the symbol A'). For j  =  0 ,  the number in (1) equals ||a — 6||p < r p. If
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7 ^ 0 , .r — a < .s implies
5 ^ 1*; -  aj\}* + T  l«fc -  < sp +  y 'd a jb  -  -  I®* -  «JbD <
j £ j  k e l\ k€K
< r r — la * -  bi\v +  min |a,- -  ^  |ajt -  |p -  \xk -
iGf  • ,G k eK k z h ’
= **p — _ ^ip _ ixjk ■” a*ip ia* ~ ‘^ip - rp-  ^  ^ ip/i€J fce/\'
(</ ^  0  is used for the last inequality). Thus, 7?[<i, 5] C 7?[£, r],
Coro/Iary 4-2.
«Jt
1.
2.
S'uppoje ¿/tai either 3 6 \K\ or the valuation of K  is dense, I f  I?[a,*-] C B[b,r], 
then ||a — < r v — s p, In case m  =  2, the converse is also true.
I f  the valuation of K  is dense, then a closed ball has only one center and only one
radius,
Proof.
1. Apply Lemma 4.1 together with the simple* observation
min |«i — bi\ft + max |a; — />,|,f < ||a —
(recall that in > 1).
2. If K  is densely valued and =  7?[6, r], then by last part,
\ \ a  ~  &IIE0 — r/* “ ■s'i’ au<^ lif/ " &p < o/1 _  rp OO — * ’
so a = b and .4 —
R em arks . Let the valuation of K  be discrete.
1. Centers need not be unique: take for instance as K  any Q, and m  — 2, p = 1; then
B
( 0 ’0 ) ’ T +  F
B
This example illustrates the worst possible situations (see Lemma 4.4).
2. We have
||j£|| = { \K \,} + • • • + \K \V) ^ V (in times).
(The decomposition of a number in ||i2||í, iuto a sum of in members of \K \p need 
not be unique.)
3. Any closed ball can be written in the form 7?[a,r] for a unique r  £ ||f|| (considering 
the center a 6 E  fixed). I11 the sequel, we shall always assume that closed balls 
have their radii in ||i?||.
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L em m a 4 .3 . Assume the valuation of I\ is discrete. Suppose R n £ ||jE?||, R £ =  rp N + 
• • • +  r l t n, with ri („ > r2>n > • • • > r m(„ for  all n ( 6  |/v | /o r n 6 N, 1 < A: < m),
and i ln —► 7'. T/ten there exists a decomposition of rp, r? =  rf 4------ l"r m> r Jt € |
and rj > • * • > r m. Moreover, /o r fc =  1 , . , .  ,m , and a certain subsequence of R n}
1 * V k t n  - * ■  n t
2. i/ rjt ^  0, ¿/ten r^,, = r* Z0** large n .
P ro o f ,  The sequence ( rmiH)neN is contained in |Jv^ l, and is bounded (since R n con- 
verges and all are positive), therefore either it tends to zero, or it has a constant 
subsequence. In the former case, we define r m := 0, and in the latter, we define r m as 
one of the numbers that is attained infinitely many times by r mjn.
Now consider only the convergent subsequence obtained in the last paragraph (call 
it R n again), and forget about the last term:
S p '= r? -1-------b r p , - 4 r p - i ' p‘-'ii * M , n T  ' m — 1  (u ' ’  i n  i
then apply the same argument as before, showing that either (rm_ 1(„ )„gN tends to zero 
(and then, r m_i := 0) or it has some constant subsequence (and then, call that constant
J‘ m  — ] )•
An iteration of the same argument m  times gives the desired result.
D efinition. For A € K  and s E |A'|, call A(A,s) a member of A" satisfying the following:
• if |A| =  5, then A(A,a) = A,
• if |A| /  3, then |A(A,$)| > |A(A, ^) — A| =  a.
Then, |A(A,a)| > $ > |A(A,s) — A|.
L em m a 4.4. Assume the valuation of I\ is discrete. Let a, 6 E E } and r ,s  E ||■£?(!> 
sP =  s Pi *f ■ ♦. -f- $Pit with S( E |A'| for  1 < i < in (see Remark 2). Then C B[b, r]
implies:
1. r - i  >0,
2. rp -  (s'1 -  m in ^ '  : 1 < i < 711}) > ||a -  6||{^.
P roo f.
1. We shall define a vector a* in E  such that \\x — 6|j > s > ||.t — a ||t Then it will 
follow that r > For i =  l,...,???., we take as A, a A(a, — ¿i,5|), and define
# (/j| -f- A],. . . , 6,n -j- A,u).
2. Suppose the inequality does not hold, and take ¿1 , 2*2 E {1,*.. with
|«m — bix | =  max{|a» — ¿t*| : 1 < i < m}
Si7 =  min{5,- : 1 < i < m};
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then
-  k , -A '.r
»7**2
We take y :— (b\ 4- A j,. . . ,  6„, -f A„,), where the A* (?' = 1, . . .  , m) are defined as 
follows:
• A,-, =  A(aix -  ft.t, |«i, -  |)
• if i ^  ii,*2» then A,' =  A(a,- —
• if ¿2 ^  Mi then A,3 = A(a,, — &l2,«Sit ).
Thus,
_ a||p = E  lAi -  («.' -  Ml” < ^ j f <  a’’
I  » ¡ j i l j
y - fcir = ]£ lA>ip > £  -s',' + K, -  bi, I" > r'\
* I  j  I» 15*12
hence t/ belongs to Bfa, $]\Z?[fi, r], which is impossible.
T heorem  4.5 . {Z?[.r„,/?„] : ?? £ N} be a shrinking collection of closed balb in E ,
i.e., fo r  all n 6 N wr; /urn;
I) ii|t+1 ]-
Then flr,/7[x„, R n] *.■» no/ empty.
P ro o f .  Assume |7v | is dense.
By Corollary 4.2 (1), ||.r„ — ^»+1 ||So — ~  ^«+i hence (.r„) is a Cauchy
sequence for the maximum norm, and then convergent to a certain x £ K m in the || ||oo 
norm (i.e., in the product, topology). Then ||.rn — x|| —► 0, so x G flni?[.Tn, R u].
Now assume |A'| is discrete.
By Lemma. 4.4 ( 1) (see also Remark 3 on the way we take the radii), the sequence
of radii ( R n) is decreasing; call r := lim and for each n, RPn — r \  n H------ M’?,,,,, with
r *,« G \K\ (for ii £ N, 1 < k < m), r, „ > r2i„ > • * > r Ill|n.
If the limit r is attained, then R fi — r for n > no and some n<j in N. Therefore, 
; r „ 0 belongs to the intersection of the balls, since for n >  Tio, x „  £  J 7 [ j : „ 01 7?.„h ] implies
X tt X n o \\ ^ 7?„0 = 7” = /?.„ .
If r  is never attained, then (Lemma 4.3), there is a subsequence of (/?„), ( R m )i 
and a decomposition of r p, r f  -f * • • -f- r{JM 7** G |A'|, n  > • • • > r m, such that
1* nt,»,- -» rjt (1 < k < m)
2. If rjt ^  0, then ?■* „. =  7** for large
25
We claim r m = 0: otherwise, r j , . . . , r m. i  are also different from zero, and then (part 
2 above), r Jt„. =  r j , .  . =  r m for a certain i , so the limit r  would be attained.
Thus, r mn, 0; therefore (apply Lemma 4.4 (2))
*», -  *»,+ 1 II» < ^  -  (^ni+l -  rm,n¡+!) -  rf -  rp + 0 = 0.
Hence (xrt|.) is a || H^-Cauchy sequence and then convergent to x 6 ^ ( m ) .  Then also 
r^ij *^11 * Oi SO J: 6 riji?[xnj, = nnB[xn,iin].
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